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As we learn in the Principle, during the Old Testament Age material things were sacrificed to pave the 

way for the sons and daughters to come and in the New Testament Age sons and daughters were offered 

as sacrifices to pave the way for the coming of the parent, the returning Lord. Why did the Parents suffer 

in the Completed Testament Age? They walked the suffering path in order to bring God down to this 

earth. My lifelong dream is to bring God down to this earth. 

 

I was not able to attend God in my hometown. So I must go back to my hometown holding high the flag 

of global victory. There is an evil lord of the second coming in North Korea; an evil parent. Thus Kim Il-

Sung is called the "beloved parent." What does the word parent mean? Because Satan knew that True 

Parents would appear in South Korea, and that True Parents' hometowns are in North Korea, he wanted to 

attack and kill the True Parents through North Korea. This is why Gorbachev and Kim Il-Sung conspired 

together to assassinate me. In February of 1987, they dispatched twenty-five Red Army soldiers to 

America, and the spirit world caught them carrying my home address. The CIA caught them, and while 

they were being investigated I entered Moscow. 

 

It is a risky path. My path is risky because in accomplishing God's will I have the responsibility to shorten 

this history even if only by one day. I have been paving this road, investing my whole self as if pouring 

all my capital into the Pacific Ocean and around the countryside. I cannot leave any historical blemishes 

in such a place. This is something holy. Something holy! This is why God can come and dwell in our 

country. 

 

The South and North are like the body and mind. When they become one, God will come to them. God 

enters where they become one in love. This is why we need to unify the South and North. First, the 

Parents should be attended in South Korea. They should be attended better than the North Koreans attend 

Kim Il-Sung. North Koreans carry Kim Il-Sung badges. Unificationists should not be ashamed and stand 

even more proudly before the world than they do. North Koreans are all armed with Juche (self-reliance) 

thought. So we should arm ourselves with the Three Subjects Principle centered on God's unshakable and 

absolute love and widen the gap with the North Koreans so that they cannot interfere with us. Walking 

such a path is our mission. 

 

 

 


